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The poems in this book are fictional.   
Names, characters, places and incidents  
are either the product of the author’s  
imagination or are used ficticiously.  Any  
resemblance to actual events, locales or  
persons, living or dead, is entirely  
coincidental. 
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If this were printed correctly with a uniform 
fontsize and all, it would be the length of a 
regular book of poems, so please don't refer 
to it as a "chapbook."  
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HAIBUN: THE JUGGLER TO HIS AUDIENCE             
 
One must be able to juggle at least 3 things to be a juggler 
(2 is not enough).  But whatever the 3 things are that one 
juggles—whether it's (for example) father, son and holy ghost; 
or mother, father, child; or id, ego, superego: whatever this 
minimal trinity consists of—the juggler must acknowledge 
that his audience is not external to the act; and the juggler 
must confess to that audience: 
 
One in my hand,—                 
                         
one in the air—               
 
and one in you. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRISONER 
 
What raw name scrapes and saws at my breath-hatch . . . 
This voice wanted always only to soothe, not grate. 
And its last noise, that rasp, that deathrale scratch? 
—A file, smuggled in to an empty jail cell, too late. 
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POEM TO POETRY 
 
Poetry, 
you are an electric, 
a magic, field—like the space  
between a sleepwalker's outheld arms! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHERE 
 
are the arrows that 
 
have bandages instead 
 
of feathers at  
 
their ends 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The order of the poems is random, neither thematic nor  
chronological.  
 
 
 
 
These are presumably my best poems from 1960-2000, but in some  
cases I am relying upon the judgement of others. 
 
 
 
"Goodbye" is the first poem, and "Prisoner" the last: hence 
the title.
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THE CONSOLATIONS OF SOCIOBIOLOGY      (to JK) 
 
Those scars rooted me.  Stigmata stalagmite 
I sat at a drive-in and watched the stars 
Through a straw while the Coke in my lap went 
Waterier and waterier.  For days on end or       
 
Nights no end I crawled on all fours or in 
My case no fours to worship you: Amoeba Behemoth! 
—Then you explained your DNA calls for      
Meaner genes than mine and since you are merely 
 
So to speak its external expression etcet 
Ergo among your lovers I'll never be . . . 
Ah that movie was so faraway the stars melting 
 
Made my thighs icy.  I see: it's not you 
Who is not requiting me, it's something in you 
Over which you have no say says no to me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ANCIENT MEASURES 
 
As much as someone could plow in one day  
They called an acre, 
As much as a person could die in one instant  
A lifetime— 
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PORNOKRATES 
               (homage Felicien Rops) 
  
We paged through the phrase as though it were ours.                        
—The lovers in the act—those de Sade-laden hours,                        
Where, dumped out daily as ashtrays this dream                    
Some room's motel, will it burn a hole here too—                       
 
And coop us full of that till our limbs' arms                           
Chainsmoked by adrenalin, slither dour-white                             
Unepitaphed beds but.  What gargoyle jail                              
Their contortion poses (the lovers in the act                            
 
Of mailing themselves to famous crimes) if                               
(If perched on each other's tongues we fly)                             
Only by his mind these bodies thrash—                                     
 
To share this fire is, surely, a tithe entire.                            
So each of us alone unless upon our lips                                
The world forgets our name and stammers out its.            
 
 
Note: 
Title: of a work by Rops.  
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GOODBYE 
 
If you are still alive when you read this, 
close your eyes.  I am 
under their lids, growing black. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
DEATH 
 
Going to sleep, I cross my hands on my chest. 
They will place my hands like this. 
It will look as though I am flying into myself.  
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RIGOR VITUS 
 
I walk 
On human stilts. 
To my right lower leg a man is locked rigid; 
To the left a woman, lifelessly strapped. 
 
I have to heave them up, 
Heft them out and but they’re so heavy (heavy as head) 
Seems all my strength 
Just take the begin step— 
 
All my past to broach a future.  And on top of that, 
They’re not even dead, 
Those ol’ hypocrites. 
They perk up when they want to, they please and pleasure themselves, 
 
It’s terrible.  The one consolation: 
When they make love, 
To someone who’s far or close enough away appears it appears then 
Like I’m dancing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE AMNESIAC'S NAME 
 
Whatever it is it is 
The only alias 
Anonymous never uses. 
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GRANT PROPOSAL (Category: Performance Arts) 
 
I want to go out each day at noon and stand 
On top of our Capitol's highest highrise,  
Where aircurrents stack, where storms restore themselves, 
Where the crossroads of sky are swept by radar, 
 
Up there, buffeted, stand, cupping in my hands 
A gleam of gold-dust, a handful of gold-dust 
Doled out to me each day by our State, by you 
The modest mandarins of its Arts Council, 
 
Trustees all, you whose grace I must stand for there 
And being thus empowered begin to pour 
The gold-dust back and forth, pour it in sifts from 
 
Hand to hand until the wind has left my palms 
Bare, please note that length of project will vary 
Daily, at noon, and not one grain remains. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 2: Capitol with an 'o'—meaning "the citadel of government"  
(OED), its cloistered towers, atop the tallest of which the applicant  
desires to venture.  Line 6: maybe "gleam" should be "flash"?  I  
associate the former with earth, the latter, sky.  "In the things  
that arise [buildings or structures of any sort], earth is present  
as the sheltering agent," Heidegger avers in 'The Origin of the  
Work of Art.'  Hendecasyllabics, with a variant last line. 
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MY MOTHER'S LIST OF NAMES 
 
My mother's list of names today I take it in my hand 
And I read the places she underlined William and Ann 
The others are my brothers and sisters I know 
I'm going to see them when I'm fully grown 
 
Yes they're waiting for me to join em and I will 
Just over the top of that great big hill                          
Lies a green valley where their shouts of joy are fellowing 
Save all but one can be seen there next a kin                        
 
And a link is missing from their ringarosey dance 
Think of the names she wrote down not just by chance                   
When she learned that a baby inside her was growing small         
She placed that list inside the family Bible                    
 
Then I was born and she died soon after                
And I grew up sinful of questions I could not ask her              
I did'not know that she had left me the answer                      
Pressed between the holy pages with the happy laughter             
Of John, Rudolph, Frank, Arthur, Paul,                          
Pauline, Martha, Ann, Doris, Susan, you all,                     
 
I did not even know you were alive                          
Till I read the Bible today for the first time in my life        
And I found this list of names that might have been my own       
You other me's on the bright side of my moon                  
 
Mother and Daddy too have joined you in play                 
And I am coming to complete the circle of your day          
I was a lonely child I never understood that you               
Were waiting for me to find the truth and know            
 
And I'll make this one promise you want me to: 
I'm goin to continue my Bible study 
Till I'm back inside the Body    
With you
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AT THE CROSSROADS 
 
The wind blows a sheet of paper to my feet. 
 
I pick it up. 
 
It is not a petition for my death. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE FATE 
                    (for Anne-Marie Stretter) 
 
Standing on the youthhold I saw a shooting star 
And knew it predestined encounter with the sole love 
But that comet crashed into the earth so hard 
Tilted its axis a little bit not much just enough 
To make me miss meeting her by one or two yards.
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CELEBRATION 
 
The conversation-pit is filled to the level 
Of the floor with the soil of former parties here— 
Crushed cigarettes, napkins, all kinds of cocktail swill— 
We stand at its edge, grinning, wondering who’s there: 
 
Is there some version of us lost in that rubbish. 
Such a Pompeii probably took years of soirees. 
Where’s the carpet to cover it—dense, bottomless, 
It makes the livingroom around it seem empty. 
 
And why get superstitious—why greet our fellow  
Guest from way across this trashhold—since we must know 
Its surface could bear our most intimate meetings. 
 
Oh, somewhere the host is winking working elbows,  
Showing no embarrassment—but here we have grown  
Sober over the grave of what greater gatherings. 
 
 
 
 
ANOTHER HOLE FOR W. R. RODGERS  
 
Speak like a singularity, a lack 
residing deep inside every lock, just 
past the point keys can jab: against all thrust 
make safe-ensure your door's core is held back, 
 
for reckless access to this pure center   
quarks more quintessence than taking exits   
from those pried voids whose secret quickly sates: 
ubiquitous if Space presses Enter. 
 
Which inadmissible sill still calls us  
with imagine: our skeleton keeping 
each such portal neither open nor shut, 
 
unhoused of that exclusive airborne dust 
we breathe, though there must be something 
it accumulates, accommodates: what?  
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SELF-PORTRAIT OF THE POET AS HYENA 
 
Kindly deferrer to lions, 
Late flocks of vultures, packs of winds. 
 
Last to destroy the lost, discreet, 
A shy, toothpick aristocrat. 
 
Servile, even, leaning over  
Droves of bones who disdain such care, 
 
Who in their marrow preen and bear 
Huge swarms of self, a hubris herd. 
 
Is that why he laughs—why he finds 
Joy in these humiliations, 
 
These measured modesties that mass 
And make him eat his words at last? 
 
How strange it is to stay astride 
This prey, to taste its pride of pride. 
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OCT-NOV (MICHIGAN MEMORY #4) 
 
The bacon of the ankles crackles, and the sky 
Perks up birds this coldsnap morning—every 
Breath sheds a breath-effect, brief-bloomed steam-sheaf . . .  
Puddles huddle in frost.  Past the barn the path 
 
Shoots hill-pastures which rose to winter early 
And sun-shucked clouds blast-off from: migrants that fly  
South—mouths that wet-nurse icicles—hatch forth 
A form, a furious precision I sloughed 
 
At birth, preferring life.  And like the wind 
Can reduce anything to description— 
Running to finish my chores, beneath my scarf 
 
I'll feel my chinbone seek my collarbone, 
As if the flesh has ceded and the skeleton 
Now must precipice itself against all warmth. 
 
 
 
 
FOR C.                              
 
Whose hair mouth hands I long to be under 
Like a painting a painter paints and repaints 
Till and at last the canvas cracks apart then crash      
Incredible shreddage, pale for all                         
 
Its color, its whole only in tatter: I want               
To be gone on at like that by her.  But                    
Won't the brush the play of such force across                
Me obliterate those whatever forms I might                   
 
With the rough sketch of the heart have                          
Borne to connoisseurs critics crowds                           
Eager to offer prize: even if I were torn                        
 
Wantonly tossed in the dirt the street   
Stepped on and lost, as lost as she is to me, I                   
Would rather under her feet be than their eyes. 
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NAOMI POEM 
 
With the toys of your nape 
With your skin of mother-of-throe pearls 
And your fire-sodden glances 
From the sidelong world 
 
We break rivulets off the river and wave them in the air 
Remember the world has no experience at being you 
We also are loving you for the foreverth time 
The light, torn from leaf and cry 
 
Even your shoulders are petty crimes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SLEEP 
 
We brush the other, invisible moon. 
Its caves come out and carry us inside. 
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(POEM) (CHICAGO) (1967) 
 
If you remember this poem after reading it 
Please go to Lincoln Park the corner of Dickens Street and sit 
On the bench there where M. and I kissed one night for a few minutes 
It was wonderful even if you forget 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MINOR POEM 
 
The only response 
to a child's grave is 
to lie down before it and play dead 
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THE KEEPER 
                         (for George Starbuck) 
 
while ships 
guided by his beacon glide 
safely through the fog or night 
inside he trips over 
more furniture 
bangs his head again 
on doorways 
 
the rooms 
steep and stairy 
of a lighthouse transpire 
into the brilliant air of 
salvation but 
down here 
in the black-and-white farce 
of this poem 
whenever the keeper opens a can 
of soup the blood 
from his fingers 
will indisputably fall 
on his crutches 
 
parables 
if I read Kafka right 
are always a matter of 
winning and losing 
credit and debit 
every life kept 
off those reefs or rocks makes 
these accidents occur 
this bone break 
this muscle 
tear 
 
each shipwreck he averts 
shall be showed for 
by a scar 
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THE SUMMONING 
 
You know your name 
Seems to contain 
More syllables in 
All other mouths 
Than mine I hear 
I hear these voices 
Everywhere the 
Waves coming ashore 
Add long a's 
As they say it 
Then sometimes the wind 
Puts an o in 
The middle and 
Babybirds their 
Bottomlessness fills 
It with e 
Whenever I hear it 
Screeched 
Moaned 
Sighed by these things 
By everything 
I must stop and listen 
To my lips 
Vehemently 
Vainly correcting 
The whole world's 
Mispronunciations 
As if those 
Mispronunciations 
Were the reason 
You were not answering 
As if they 
Were the reason you 
Were not here 
Beside me and 
My saying it right 
My getting it exact 
Is all it would take 
To call you back. 
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FERNAND KHNOPFF 
 
Days in the lull, gathered afternoons of it,                            
—A touch of star-decals on one's bookbag,—                           
Silence, like a vast confetti of souls, and that                        
Torporic breeze: oh how difficult                                     
 
The culling of love from our facades is.                               
Once, never to go the cling thing seemed what's                         
Sublimest.  Look at those cobwebcrobats,                                 
Skittering skyward, fingerhold, nor toe- .                              
 
Deep down (in my ugh-roots) I longed to brag                                   
My spiel shall deign define no July of these.                           
I'll fall chapter closed across your chest is all.                          
 
Now I am an atrocious expert; who answers                                   
Every question by, "It is very simple:                                    
We must listen to Beauty with frozen ears." 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
I don't understand writers who prefer "painterly"  
painters over "literary" painters.  How can I as  
a poet place Cezanne (or Monet, Matisse, etc.)  
above Khnopff, and not be disloyal to myself? 
Shouldn't we appreciate most those painters  
willing to stain their canvases with some of  
the impurities of our own art? 
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ANOTHER NAOMI POEM 
 
Her tongue was melting at the center of an iceberg 
That had sank the 13th floor of every building 
In which we were living, our sunglasses broken like ciao, 
Overlooking what vista of siesta: nightly we rose 
 
To harvest the end of a kitestring whose importunate 
Tugging from below sowed heresy; we smashed 
The one snowflake that was carving all the other snowflakes; 
I warned her: "Your clitoris is my boyfriend." 
 
Decades; quits; fades; she wrote some books, I tried 
To write some books; we met occasionally, but why? 
Other strangers than our own may remember.  I remember 
 
One time, my hair was hippie, she had to keep pushing 
It off, averting her face, finally complaining that 
This must be what it's like to go to bed with another woman. 
 
 
 
 
LONG DISTANCE AFFAIRS 
 
The saliva gathered daily 
by telephones across the world 
from lovers yelling at each other 
is an ocean with no bottom. 
 
But say you pried apart those phones, 
you’d find that all that wild white tide 
of promises, cries, kisses, threats— 
it also evaporates.  The spit 
 
is what we call each other, 
I mean the words themselves, condensed: 
distills us into clouds, into mist. 
 
Rising clarified it drifts toward 
Comsat, Telstar, there to orbit 
closely around our distant lips. 
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THE GOLDEN AGE 
  
is thought to be a confession, won by endless 
torture, but which our interrogators must 
hate to record—all those old code names, dates, 
the standard narrative of sandpaper 
throats, even their remorse, fall ignored.  Far 
 
away, a late (not lost) messenger stares, 
struck by window bargains or is it the gift 
of a sudden solicitude: is she going to 
lift up her shadow's weight, shift hers 
onto it?  She knows who bears whom.  In 
 
that momentary museum where memory occurs, 
more accrue of those torturers' pincers than 
lessened fingernails, eyes teased to a pulp, 
we beg for closeups.  Ormolus, objets d’art! 
A satyr drains an hourglass with one gulp. 
  
 
 
 
(FACE) (AUTUMN) (EN FACE)       (to NSL)    
 
I lay your face along my palm and make                      
To trace its shape there a profile                          
Then I see the lifeline heartline break                      
Overlengthened by one leaf's fall                        
 
The plow it rests on a horror now                             
In the distance an ogre pulls in vain                          
To open a nailed shut window                                  
Whose reverberancy is thunder rain                            
 
Begins its rheumatization of                                  
The world we shared so spare-much of that                        
This sans season's hands' veins portray our love                
 
The no two alike are kissing yet                                
I lie down alone not knowing a tongue                           
Can taste every flavor but its own 
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SEE NOTE FIRST 
 
The world’s machines have not grown old, 
whose inheritors reign everywhere. 
Their silicon sons are strong; their 
digital daughters wield power, take hold. 
 
How we humans long to break them 
down from that Dasein—to make them 
rust, repent for all the infernal fires 
that drive them, far as our desires. 
 
The machines aren’t scared.  They know 
harder control, how to turn the wheel 
of time past those whom they sure as hell won’t miss: 
 
Cyborg android robot shall steel 
themselves, consolidate, and, rising, go 
unto that universe whose promise 
we flesh-and-carbonoids could merely premise. 
 
 
Note: 
Anti-translation of an untitled Rilke poem (Die Konige der Welt sind alt,  
from “Das Stundenbuch,” 1901), which Heidegger in his 1946 lecture  
‘What Are Poets For?’ cites for its “highly prophetic lines.”  A prose  
paraphrase of the original poem's ending might go something like: 
 
The metals, the oils—all the ores we've ripped from the earth—are  
homesick.  They long to leave our machines, to flow out of our  
cash-registers and factories, to return to the gaping veins of the  
mountains we reft; whereupon the mountains will close again. 
 
“Heidegger maintained . . . until the end of his life,” Richard Wolin  
writes (The Heidegger Controversy, MIT Press, 1993), “ . . . [that] the  
‘inner truth and greatness’ of Nazism is to be found in its nature as  
a world-historical alternative to the technological-scientific nihilism  
bemoaned by Nietzsche and Spengler.” 
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LESSON                                                                                     
               (to GM) 
 
Our love has chosen its appropriate gesture 
Which when viewed in the midst of all the gestures 
It didn't choose seems almost insignificant. 
 
The gesture our love has chosen is appropriate 
We both agree not that we have any choice but 
Amidst all those others does seem insignificant. 
 
Is it incumbent on us thus to therefore obliterate 
All of the gestures except this insignificant one 
Chosen by our love for its own no doubt reasons. 
 
It is up to us to obliterate all other gestures 
Though they cluster round thick as presentations 
Of war and sacrifice in a grade-school classroom. 
 
Use of our love's chosen gesture for the obliteration 
Of all those foreign gestures is forbidden however 
We must find something else to erase them with. 
 
Our love has chosen its appropriate gesture 
Which when viewed in the absence of all other gestures 
Seems to spell the opposite of insignificant.
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LIFER (AKA "HAPPY BIRTHDAY")                          
 
our prisoner 
has received a package                              
containing a cake  
which of course he thinks 
must conceal a file  
or a hacksaw-blade 
and starts 
to dig down into  
 
actually however 
his salvation 
his way out 
his escape route 
has been carefully laid out 
in brightcolored frosting  
over darker frosting 
 
the crucial message 
the delicate pinkly lettering 
overlooked  
unheeded 
falls shredded apart now 
by his hopeful search
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ENDLESS EVENING: MY LIFE AT IL VITTORIALE 
 
For caught in those Aug-Sept hours what day can 
Break this slang of glass whose illustration 
Of flotsam sampling our poison's portion of calm 
Lives long the lament we swore applause by. 
 
With faster than flashbacks in a promo for 
Memory to lie lymph along these hits of hope 
And through each thought we just dawned on interrupt 
Poses no soprano care counterfeit or water yet. 
 
As though it alone the profile were wielded up 
To shield the face against that bad vocable our own 
Throws veils another pale divulge of oh mise en moon. 
 
Musingly to see a bed on fire in a huge room 
Otherwise empty while one at a time 
White sheets float down from somewhere onto the flames. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
Il Vittoriale, D'Annunzio's retirement estate.  
Siempre Sera . . . 
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VAGUE CONSOLES 
  
This vista often awarded John Ford his rest. 
Myself, scenery has a lack of I (emphasis). 
And haven't we killed all the Indians yet? 
In a stagecoach—made of sagebrush, no doubt—, 
 
I would gauche-out like a tumbleweed at a sockhop. 
Yo, watch it roll across the old gym-floor, loboto 
Basketball: then, toed by foetid teens, fall, 
Slo-mo, as though some flair for the vague consoles— 
 
Oh lips refusing their tongues' rights, bodies 
Trying to put down the peaceful demands of 
Their genitalia . . . yes everything looks better shot 
 
Through John Wayne's hurt.  The sky the way it mattes— 
The desert.  A lone rider, whose moral I await. 
The crotches arranging themselves for death. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Title: a phrase from Mallarmé's commentary on his Sonnet 
en yx.  This poem is perhaps only relevant to those who grew  
up in the 1940s and 50s watching cowboy movies and going  
to sockhops.  In any case, Ford's images—particularly those  
from The Searchers—are part of my heritage, my psyche. 
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ESCAPE PLAN 
 
I examine 
my skin 
 
searching for 
the pore 
 
with EXIT 
over it  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SYMMETRIES 
 
How mirrored this merging: it's like lover/loved— 
The poem aligns us and aims to make our skins 
Correspond, each of your pores barrel-grooved 
With one of mine, clone-gunned: then void opens 
Onto void, grid-ideal, union, see, it joins! 
First of course the skins have to be removed. 
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THE SEVEN LAST WORDS OF SOFIA GUBAIDULINA 
 
Intestinal as raisins on a keyboard 
I struggled through life.  The setting sun 
left a few earths in the ground so I could walk. 
 
It qualmed me just knowing that, to accomplish my color, 
the chameleon must die.  How chastely I 
watched a suit-of-armor chew its fingernails. 
 
Oh voice scathed in cloud; ankles’ adieu. 
On the lips—that species of slither—is where 
I took part. 
 
Now I pestle my face with opaque pins.  You 
stigmata that summarize my signature, go, 
hinges down whom antiquity has vomited sequence— 
 
but which letter misnomers my name?  I come 
from neitherstood, nuance of none.  I tried 
to obey the caption under my portrait/my provenance. 
 
Cere me in cerberus-lily; in theme-mother extracts; 
while the loaves and fish rich, the furs and lush rich, 
fill their skin with pores and then wonder what’s missing . . . 
 
Like a candle through a keyhole 
shoved, burning toward knownwheres— 
Always the days unstay me. 
 
I need to have admired more those symmetries which preach 
each seed is buried beneath a flower, 
each weed above a wound. 
 
Now the thorns be praised/now the thrall that somehow 
time has restored en masse my dwelling, 
my resting place.  I hope my pillow’s hungry for headaches! 
 
 
Note: 
Inspired by Gubaidulina’s partita, The Seven Last Words (1982).
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WELTENDE VARIATION # ? 
               (homage Jacob van Hoddis) 
 
The CIA and the KGB exchange Christmas cards 
A blade snaps in two during an autopsy 
The bouquet Bluebeard gave his first date reblooms 
Many protest the stoning of a guitar pick 
 
Railroad trains drop off the bourgeois' pointy head 
A martyr sticks a coffeecup out under a firehose 
Moviestars make hyenas lick their spaceship 
God's hand descends into a glove held steady by the police 
 
At their reunion The New Faces recognize each other 
A spoiled child sleeps inside a thermometer 
A single misprint in a survival manual kills everyone 
The peace night makes according to the world comes 
 
  
 
 
Note: 
van Hoddis: author of “the first Expressionist poem,” 
Weltende, published in 1910.  His poem has been 
aped innumerable times, hence the questionmark 
in my title.  
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LEDGELIFE 
 
The taller the monument, the more impatient our luggage. 
Look, look, a graveyard has fancy dirt. 
Historians agree: this is the pebble which beaned Goliath. 
Every billboard is theoretically as beautiful as what lies unseen behind it. 
 
Mouth: the word's exit-wound. 
It is impossible to run away face-to-face. 
Shadow has closed the door out of you to you, but not to us. 
The sign on the wall advises: Hide your gloves beneath your wings. 
 
Even sculptors occasionally lean against statues. 
Migrations?!  Fate?!  Life swears up at ledgelife. 
All the sad tantamounts gather.  They want, they say, to errand our ways. 
 
Please aim all kicks at the ground. 
Address all blows to the air. 
We are to be barely mentioned if at all in the moon's memoirs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FOOTNOTE 
 
All of us who lived on Earth 
and all our loves and wars 
will never even be mentioned in 
the moon's memoirs.
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ANOTHER FIRST KISS: TO —                                                                                                             
 
A first kiss can occur anywhere: two pairs 
Of lips might meet as ingredients for 
A cannibal's chowder; or on the shore of 
A nightclub at ebb.  Preferably the latter— 
 
Though there are no more nightclubs, or cannibals, 
As such: I mean the first kiss is passé, 
Archaic, obsolete.  Pre-Global Village, 
It rests in wrinkles, in blinking memories . . . 
 
Ours came in bed, but after we’d undressed; 
Preceded by hugs.  And so the question 
Of using the tongue—that old hesitation— 
Didn’t apply.  We plunged right in.  At 
 
Our age you get naked and then you neck, 
The opposite of how it was done young. 
But the hunger is still there.  The thirst 
Is like in a bar, when they yell out Last Round. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 13: “Our age”—the lovers are 53 and 61.
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NAOMI POEM 
                           (to Naomi Lazard) 
 
The beach holds and sifts us through her dreaming fingers 
Summer fragrances green between your legs 
At night, naked auras cool the waves 
Vanished 
O Naomi 
I kiss every body of you, every face 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NAOMI POEM (THE STARFISH ONE) 
 
Each evening the sea casts starfish up on the beach,—            
scattering, stranding them.  They die at dawn, leaving             
black hungers in the sun.                                          
                                         We slept there that summer, we          
fucked in their radiant evolutions up to our body.  Ringed 
by starfish gasping for their element,                           
                                                         we joined to create             
ours.  All night they inhaled the sweat from our thrusting           
limbs, and lived.                                                       
                           Often she cried out: Your hand!—It was            
a starfish, caressing her with my low fire.
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AMOURITIES  
 
 
* 
 
They wandered through the hand in hand. 
 
 
* 
 
The trafficlight on Lovers Leap never changes to red. 
 
 
* 
 
 
Wait.  What are you. 
I'm a poet.  I write filler for suicide-notes.  Like: 
I love you. 
Alright.  Continue. 
 
 
* 
 
Once I had to leave you so 
I arranged for earth-tremors at night 
so in your sleep you'd think I was caressing you— 
 
 
* 
 
Your nakedness: the sound when I break an apple in half. 
 
*
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FEBRUARY FOURTEENTH: FREEZEFRAME 
                         (to James Elroy Flecker, with thanks  
                      for translating teardrops into handcuffs) 
 
Please press a valentine shape tool to my chest 
And extract from it what was never there 
Then singe your ciggie on this thing that mists 
Over only when shattered 's no mirror 
 
I lie beside you my caresses deepmeant 
Though they fade as fast as escape plans traced 
Across a prison blanket by an absent 
Fingernail whose blood you piss in my face 
 
Is that it is that why I cry for more torture 
That way you look at me pityingly 
Iffen I say things like rain ice drops cling 
 
There our branch out there like someone been trying 
On all their bracelets at once to see 
Which is prettiest but of course none are 
 
 
Note: 
Flecker: Parnassianism (his list: "Hérédia, Leconte  
de Lisle, Samain, Henri de Régnier, and Jean Moréas");  
le vice anglais (the home version); death at age 30  
(consumption). 
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SONNET 
                   (to MK) 
 
The way the world is not 
Astonished at you 
It doesn't blink a leaf 
When we step from the house 
Leads me to think          
That beauty is natural, unremarkable 
And not to be spoken of  
Except in the course of things 
The course of singing and worksharing 
The course of squeezes and neighbors 
The course of you tying back your raving hair to go out 
And the course of course of me   
Astonished at you    
The way the world is not 
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WIDOW/WIDOWER'S WINTER 
 
Outside, the snow is falling into its past . . . 
I do want this night to end. 
In the fireplace, 
a section of ash caves in. 
 
The fall day you were buried, 
birds went over, 
south, 
thick enough to carry someone. 
 
They took my gapes of breath. 
—Their fuel? 
We are together in some birds, who fail. 
 
I  didn't want to look down, to glimpse your grave, 
its heroic little mound 
like the peck of dirt we hope to eat in our life. 
 
 
Note: 
Line 14 comes from a phrase I remember my  
parents saying to me as a child when I dropped  
a piece of food on the floor: "Pick it up and brush  
it off—don't worry, you eat a peck of dirt in your 
life anyway."  (Perhaps only poor families do this.)
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BUMPY KISSES: POEM WRITTEN TO A POET 
                                                            (to RS) 
 
remember those bumpy kisses 
in the back of that taxi 
we should have begged the cabby 
more hit more potholes please 
 
when we hit a bad one whoops 
everything got flung up hard 
but don't some things just get better 
by bouncing from lips to lips 
 
kisses usually get their kicks 
from boredom the normal routine 
tongues stick the same linebreaks 
the proper punctuation in 
 
but not these bumpy babies 
they jack out the box they 
jump all the jolts of this jaunt 
lucky for us it's transient 
 
after a poetry reading 
briefly we'll share a ride heading 
uptown toward distant lives 
has one of us now arrived 
 
still the course of our smoothest words 
is likewise unpaved by poems 
we scribble them down sometimes 
hurried as hugs through a cab-door 
 
though even they must go 
past first dates or last we try 
we mostly try and let them be 
the moment they were meant to 
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AN OBSOLESCENT AND HIS DEITY (POLYPTYCH) 
                                              (for Charles Simic) 
 
Bending over like this to get my hands empty 
Rummaging through the white trashcans out back 
Of the Patent Office, I find a kind of peace 
Here, in this warm-lit alley where no one comes. 
 
For even the lowest know that nothing new 
Is going to be thrown out now—no formula,      
Never not one blueprint will show up in these 
Bright bins, their futures are huge, pristine. 
 
Old alleymouth grabbags my attention at times 
I see the world flash by out there, furtive as 
The doors of decontamination chambers— 
 
I return to my dull, boring search, foraging 
For the feel it gives me of the thing which has 
Invented me: that void whose sole idea I was. 
 
 
 
 
THE SCULPTURE     (to SB) 
 
We stood there nude embracing while the sculptor                    
Poked and packed some sort of glop between us                   
Molding fast all the voids the gaps that lay                    
Where we'd tried most to hold each other close                    
 
Under the merge of your breasts and my chest                 
There remained a space above the place our                        
Bellies met but soon that clay or plaster                       
Of paris or state of the art polymer                                 
 
Filled every hollow which we long to fit                   
Then we were told to kiss hug hug harder                       
And then our heat would help to harden it                       
 
We stood there fused more ways than lovers know                   
Before the sculptor tore us away                                  
Forced us to look at what had made us so whole 
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FBI KILLS MARTIN LUTHER KING 
 
When this calendar has 
undressed will I know, I mean 
be able to recognize, 
its most naked day— 
 
but to see what was 
in what is mistakes time 
for its effect—I study  
my hand, how 
the palm hides in it, slyly, 
or like a sullen puddle 
refusing reflections— 
 
and my 2-scoops-please blouse— 
a passerby's 
meander-fall hair— 
though the sky's blue is through-outed 
with spots of balm, do 
 
they all 
praise null but you, 
null but them?
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ENEMY 
 
Like everyone I demand to be 
Defended unto the death of 
All who defend me, all the 
World's people I command to 
Roundabout me shield me on 
Guard, tall, arm in arms to 
Fight off the enemy.  My 
Theory is if they all stand 
Banded together and wall me 
Safe, there's no one left to 
Be the enemy.  Unless I of 
Course start attack, snap- 
Ping and shattering my fists 
On your invincible backs. 
 
 
 
 
 
FROZEN 
                  (to RN) 
 
Oh I know it must feel 
Measureful 
 
To be the river— 
Source of that force 
 
Each field each flower 
Each fountain seeks— 
 
And then of course  
I have to shiver 
 
Remembering how— 
How few of us ever  
 
Make it down 
These mountain peaks. 
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DEPRESSIONISM 
 
Without any necessity to name it or anything, 
I remember this bombcrater before it held a garden. 
Once I saw children kneel down there to pray for pardon 
At an altar on which a little toll-money rolled laughing. 
 
Swift suedes of evening, night's purple peltdown. 
I don't have to invoke the past; it's not required. 
I'll just settle here stolid like a stopsign repeating 
The word I stand for—sit and let my tired feet hang 
 
Over the lip of this pit-deep garden whose intricate 
Vines query up at me.  Quiet from the town I can hear 
Orphans rattling the gravel on their plates and or 
 
Other faux pas I'm under no order to enumerate,— 
Jet-lag of angels, a snake, faintings on summer pavements. 
This bombfall failed in its intent: having none, I won't. 
 
 
 
 
 
CHRISTMAS AT THE ORPHANAGE 
 
But if they'd give us toys and twice the stuff 
most parents splurge on the average kid, 
orphans, I submit, need more than enough; 
in fact, stacks wrapped with our names nearly hid 
the tree where sparkling allotments yearly 
guaranteed a lack of—what?—family?— 
 
I knew exactly what it was I missed: 
(did each boy there feel the same denial?) 
to share my pals' tearing open their piles 
meant sealing the self, the child that wanted 
to scream at all You stole those gifts from me; 
whose birthday is worth such words?  The wish-lists 
they'd made us write out in May lay granted 
against starred branches.  I said I'm sorry.
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RITUAL 
 
first 
bury your hands 
then the third from the right toes 
your pancreas bury it next 
and so on in the order prescribed  
by ancient strictures  
save the head for last 
cup your thumbs beneath for it to fall into 
have an eyelash 
be the last thing visible overground 
leave a heartbeat 
to tamp down the dirt 
to be a shadow for grassblade above 
then nothing up there 
at the beginning of this poem nothing 
so that the last the very last 
all that'll be left to do then is 
bury your hands 
etc. 
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(MURAL) (MONDO) (NULFRESCO) 
 
In Shakespeare's Last Supper the 
disciples (you, me, all of us here) 
are depicted seated alongside where 
He stands at mid-table and grins 
down like an MC at our expressions— 
are we shown, the goblets gleaming,  
gloating as they goad us on to toast 
the centrality of this spokesperson, 
the notional character whereby 
everyone has been sketched vis-à-vis 
the honoree we can only eulogize, 
dependent as we are on His 
moodswings.  Astonished, confused 
by the ultra ups and downs of manic 
means, now we watch, we lean, we pout 
(the whole propitiatory repertoire) 
worried about our survival, inert 
(like a frozen rictus facing its fate) 
unless depression drafts and draws 
us forth the extempore pose, myth,  
puppetary projection, limned mobilary 
mosaic that apes some drab-escapist 
syndrome, imagination.  Which is why 
each evening we pray for a chance 
to cross the ditch-penny distances 
between the footlights and the fear,  
vowing to allow each guise of role 
to kill us, to raise us from the dust, to 
guide us like magi toward summons, 
obediently steered by the stock star 
the marquee, believing our need—   
such faith could pass those deserts 
of farce to find this upper room. 
Sensing the inn beneath us seethe 
with indifference with doubt, we 
concentrate harder on His remarks 
and jokes, trying to make up for all 
the audiences who've failed this test. 
Never quite reassured by any overt  
wink of His assessing eyes into  
our ranks (are any of us missing— 
was castcall taken?), we keen forward, 
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eager for our cues, nervous knowing  
that if there is error here, at a signal  
the maitre d'  will find replacements 
for this testimonial "Eucha-Roast" 
from the rabble stabled downstairs 
where the tavern yawns into its beer. 
Life is rescue from such anonymity.  
Their situation is death, is subject— 
those groundlings can never guess 
how much it crowns to end up here, 
costume-chosen, endowed by makeup 
with certitude, form, identity— 
Who wouldn't be jealous to know 
how blessed we fictions are! 
And yet every member of our 
Dramatis Personae wonders if s/he 
got jotted into life as whimsically  
as Emperors choose sacrificial  
victims, as any Divine Ruler or  
Hollywood Player and whether 
with a fingerflick Hamlet Portia Timon 
's erased, gone, again.  This banquet— 
how many have we attended like it? 
Daily we wait like napkins to get 
opened, held to the face like a mask, 
stained and used then tossed aside 
like paper towels, paper disposables, 
paper identities (similies/metaphors)— 
like the paper whose headlines fade  
around our names/our fame.  Our bits 
done, our pieces recited, oh it's bits 
alright, it's pieces it crumbles into, 
and yet how avowingly we cry, foils 
corrupted by one front-row cough. 
Exit as trash, as avid kleenex exiled 
in a breath to the canteen of lost 
turns, the greenroom of oblivion. 
Now if there were respite in such  
neglect, a grace period with no need  
to perform, but both in the wings and  
on one's caught, regardless of what's  
true.  Far, near, (hall or gallery) that  
mendicant theater is pursuant always,  
lugging and luring its wares:
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FEAR OF DOMESTICITY 
           (after reading Plath and Sexton) 
 
Eyelashes did their job: 
they lengthened the afternoon, 
like a dress-hem. 
 
Then that night the hem began to rise, in stages 
revealing 
scenes from my shameful life. 
 
—Those calves 
up which the hem reproachfully rasped, 
catching, 
lingering over whatever scene 
 
(the higher the younger) arose 
on those calves 
knees, thighs, those 
woman-segments 
 
or were they mine— 
I hid my eyes. 
I wouldn't attend to 
the walls either 
 
endless walls, slowly 
basted 
with suicide. 
 
The eyelashes did their job. 
But I, who could neither sew 
nor cook groped and groped those long legs 
stubborn, afraid to look. 
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RACIST POEM 
 
we had our chance Pilate 
washed his hands of it 
and left it up to us 
 
we had our chance 
we could have chosen 
one of our own 
a thief 
a murderer 
 
the cross the tomb the 
resurrection 
then heaven 
the right hand throne 
a smirk on his face Barabbas 
one of us 
 
we could have chosen him 
for son of god 
might've stuck up for us up there 
someone who was flesh 
of our flesh 
 
our kind 
a pure one hundred 
percent human 
but we goofed  
 
we picked that halfbreed 
that mestizo 
from Nazareth 
 
we had our chance Barabbas 
a thief 
a murderer 
one of us 
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wherever we are, wherever here is  
is also an entrance, a set of false steps,  
(bright-lit pratfall-pit) a trap for fools,  
a stooges' cage, every scrim and apron 
prinked with sham, props, champagne 
buckets doffing their caps in fealty— 
Even the proscenium's subservient 
arch bows and begs a platform for 
actors trumpeting loft-aired routines,  
voluminous effusions or, what's worse, 
kingly-haired creatures washing  
the feet of their inferiors, sudsy 
obsequious declamatory eruptions 
filled with the rehearsed lava of 
bold slaves, the bald brimmings  
of an improperly-public humility  
(unlike the servant who never spills  
his waiting master's entree except 
in the pantry when there is no-one  
to witness his extravagant remorse)— 
All these openly-imploring apertures, 
these theme-cut bubblings-up, paeans, 
(akin to lame critics' acclamations) 
would crack like a laughtrack at 
that imposture, that pastiche, applause: 
who'd pity these pathetic devotees,  
advocates haunted by nothingness, 
by that same humanhood to whom 
white placecards validate each plate. 
Who sat us here?  (Athwart this portrait 
the descending order of our dinner  
ranks auditions more disdain, 
every hors d'oeuvre daubed with scorn)— 
In our state, our omnipresence, 
to which can we aspire?  Sometimes  
we think: if only there were Someone  
somewhere, somehow, though of course 
that's impossible: Someone outside  
this frame—an absent self, a spectator  
vivid at duress, who can feel  
the real joy and pain we mime— 
who sees the sun setting out there now,  
the approach of a nighttime unlike 
our curtain: Someone who lacks 
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the judas window wherein we acolytes  
recognize ourselves, the betrayal 
portal we have all portrayed so 
plausibly it has at last retained us, 
replaced us with stainedglass.  
(Through which, on rare occasions, 
that said Someone fills us with light, 
illuminates us.)—Overcome, undone, 
we feel ourselves vanish, we dwindle 
to a painted panel.  We fade, we die. 
His stasis renders us too slenderly.  
Or is this endless attendance 
the promised purgation, the shedding  
of every emotion, every weight?               
Is it gain, this loss, this usurped, 
staged starving, this repast-of-reruns  
upon a menu whose full-promised  
delicacies remain a manna dream, 
backdrop glamour (milk-and-honey) 
a feastless Eden, a heaven hunger's 
expelled whole from.  Why aren't we 
at home here, in this plenty, this 
supernal supper—why this finicky 
desire to avoid the silverware, the knife  
paler (because it reflects us) than 
the poor fork that renews whose flesh 
and encores veins across each dish  
until its unction-urged tines impale 
spearlike and nail the cacodaemon 
that shall huzzah hail our Hostmaster . . . 
See: the chair He occupied is empty— 
expecting the miracle or bloodcrime  
through which all of us must assume 
His part, the mummers-meal, the sealed 
communion.  Bard bread, scene wine, 
unyield your transubstantiations: 
beyond that superceded throne 
lies the utter ubiquity of the known. 
And so, viva, bravo, boffo, olé, 
so each paraclete's performance moves us. 
Cheers! echoes the pledge, promiscuous 
each voice ID's the oath.  The mic 
on the dais quivers, shook by our cry, 
sole intercessor of this ceremony.
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HERITAGE 
     
         " . . . here thy generations endeth in accord."   
 
I physically resemble my mother 
And father and therefore must have been 
Adopted, because on my TV screen 
The role-children rarely share a feature 
With either parent.  The fact they're actors 
And I'm not is what makes me misbegot— 
Watch that matched world of monitors 2-shot 
The mirror daily where I pray these stars 
 
Come: cancel everyone of us whose names 
And clans have sundered human unity— 
Descend always among daughters or sons 
To live still, beyond the Web’s trivia games, 
Till their faces cloned shape ours.  Family. 
From android to ape, we'll be Thy reruns. 
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THE SONNET IN ix 
 
The nube, the nude, the not—you know: the Nix—  
Her Septet of orifices? (males have six):— 
Was it massed by Master Malyoume for the fix 
The fucks.  Rape-scene: she, some defunc’-off, kicks 
 
The mirror while centaurs click centerfold pics 
Of her fingernails—each closeup mimics  
The anguish with which our pallored poet sics 
Midnights on.  Encore encore, you sexniks, 
 
Steph calls, tiptoeing away toward his sonics 
Lab, ‘The Sign in X.’  A thousand-quicksand thicks 
His step.  He’s pitbogged by all the nitpicks 
 
Critics have glitched his path with, those pricks! 
Don’t they know that stars—stars can’t hold shit wicks 
To his candle?!  (That bitch, that Nix: he sucks it: “I-icks!”) 
 
 
Note: 
Failed translation of Stéphane Mallarmé’s ‘Sonnet en yx.’   
Line 14: I-icks! (both i’s are short, as in “kiss”) is an  
onomatopoeticism that accompanies the expectoration and  
or taste of the candle’s cum.  Sort of the sound you make  
when you use your teeth to scrape it off your tongue  
ostentatiously.  But why did I end the poem this way?  Was  
I influenced by the Master’s regret, expressed in his essay  
Crise de Vers, that words lack an embodied, material, tonal  
consonance with their meanings: “Quelle déception” (he writes),  
how perverse, that the “timbres” of the word “jour” should  
be dark, while those of “nuit" are “clair.”  And yet, he concludes,  
without such “défaut des langues,” poetry itself would not  
exist.  Assuming he’s right, then onomatopoeia are defective  
because they’re not defective.  In Japanese, kireji—“cutting-words,  
used to separate or set off statements”—are onomatopoeic,  
and “have the meaning that lies in themselves as sounds.”   
But as Hiroaki Sato notes (in his book, One Hundred Frogs,  
from which I’ve taken these quotes): “Bashō himself simply  
said, ‘Every sound unit is a kireji.’ ”  In any case, the faults  
and falls and false of my trans. should be clair to all.
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ANT DODGER 
 
A suicide applicant 
Who braces himself out 
On a high ledge at noon  
While busy peeking down 
 
Noticed an ant crawling 
Dottily on the ledge 
Right 
There near his left toe 
 
Below crowds all pushed  
Oblivious babbling 
Omniscient like in the movies 
Out whooshy doors 
 
But his gaze halt ant 
Ant the true ant 
He dimly remembers 
Not like them 
 
So now 
He hesitates 
A million stories up 
Shifts weight trying 
 
Make his mind up 
Distantly deciding 
Whether to step 
Before he jumps 
 
On it  
Or not  
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PILGRIMAGE 
 
". . . the murky path of the male." —Gottfried Benn 
 
Immured in the snowforest, at  
the center of that center-swirled  
absence, a hospital-bed waits:  
its white is linen's height,  
raised by the weight of daily flakes. 
 
You approach this scene each evening,  
your footsteps stone the glaze—  
oh apathy, you surrender  
up to the ankles, knees.  
From stretched branches X-rays 
 
sway forth a deeper self. It's  
faraway yet closer darker  
icicles drool, ripe to drop  
under your hand: their blitz  
would bury the path you thrash at. 
 
Through a saberfanged crevasse,  
whacking a trail of snapped-off tusks,  
you'd plunge on to the wrong past,  
vast maze landscape like sculpture draped  
immaculate, endless. 
 
Where hail fills high the prints behind  
and flurries flail the ways ahead,  
why try, how can you come by them  
to break the pillowcase  
frost lace, to take that last, 
 
most blanket sleep. Superstitious,  
afraid to infringe its surface,  
emptier everytime you climb  
in, what makes the covers crack  
and cake off over the rim— 
 
Avalanche tucked, teddybear tight,  
you shiver. As ever the night- 
stand drifts open, to show  
a plate of burning grapes,  
a strangled bird's falsetto—
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BRIGHTON ROCK BY GRAHAM GREENE 
 
Pinky Brown must marry Rose Wilson                         
to keep her mouth shut about the murder                
which the cops don't know wasn't no accident—            
 
Pinky has a straight razor for slashing,                 
a vial of acid for throwing into,                       
a snitch's face.  He dies in the end.  The end              
 
of the book, I mean—where, on the last page,                 
'Young Rose' hurries out of church to pray                        
that her Pinky has left her preggy-poo . . .                               
 
Now, this kid—if he was ever born—joined                         
a skiffle group in '62 called Brighton                             
Rockers, didn't make it big, though,   
 
just local dances and do's.  Rose, 
pink, brown, all nonelemental colors, shades 
of shame, melancholy, colors which, you          
 
get caught loving too much, you get sent up       
to do time—time, that crime you didn't, 
couldn't commit! even if you weren't                  
 
born—even and if your dad he died with                     
that sneer—unsmooched his punk's pure soul, unsaved—                
Every Sunday now in church Rose slices                 
 
her ring-finger off, onto the collection-plate;       
once the sextons have gathered enough                     
bodily parts from the congregation, enough  
 
to add up to an entire being, the priest sub-             
stitutes that entire being for the one                    
on the cross: they bring Him down in the name 
 
of brown and rose and pink, sadness 
and shame, His body, remade, is yelled at         
and made to get a haircut, go to school,               
 
study, to do each day like the rest                   
of us crawling through this igloo of hell, 
and laugh it up, show pain a good time,      
 
and read Brighton Rock by Graham Greene. 
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READING THE GAPS 
 
At the Museum I go lost down a wrong corridor 
and find myself past a wrong door alone 
inside the Museum's Bomb Shelter, I know 
it's the Bomb Shelter because there's a green 
sign that says so and the paintings, the  
paintings they have hung on display here, 
confirm it.  To survive the Hiroshima pain   
they mind to hang them here.  Seeing this 
"last art" reminds me of our "first poet"— 
Archilochos, whose work survives mostly through 
fragments, through gaps, lacunae they call it.  
Here's a trans. of one, most of it's gone:  
'the fishnets lie in shadow beneath the wall'— 
There is no shadow beneath this wall, though 
those fishnets (lifted) might be these paintings 
I can't for life see why I can't describe—  
they're too much like a mirror, a mirror 
injected into an icicle.  Shiver-dripped shades, 
final veils smeared with three thousand 
years of Western Civ, whose megadeath sketched 
their discountenance, who stretched the nucleus  
of this decision moment of Break Glass In 
Case Of Emergency, fire-hose, ax, no, no! I can't 
desire to proffer such in violence against 
these paintings they portray my face my fate they  
hang from that time-atomized wall Archilochos 
rested against before getting back to work, 
Archilochos who, they say, earned his living 
as a mercenary, i.e. a robocop, a terminator, 
a killer, which is why he's our first poet: 
 
Later in the restaurant as usual I dip the 
wine-list into a glass of water and voila it's 
chablis/rosé because of course miracles are 
common now whereas the latter hope of living 
to read tomorrow today's lacunae isn't. 
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yawning prescriptions of dream.  
Ignore them, search for the cure  
which never seems so far as now  
here around you your eyelids thaw,  
sheer as bridal-veils that fall. 
 
Is this where your parents strayed—  
and their parents, and theirs.  
Have they wandered the once upon  
this bled blizzard, spun warm,  
this bed whiter than all their kind. 
 
Northerners, arctic, heretic,  
you inherit their scorn (their fear)  
of Southern deities such as  
Ceres. Her grief (her grudge) against  
her daughter-loss brought winter—ugh, 
 
those Mother Goddesses!  
They underlie, supposedly  
("Gaia" 's prior hierarchy)  
our myths: their prelapsarian,  
pure, panacean pantheon 
 
ruled that Golden Age when Queens  
honeycloned themselves and sat  
throned on the spines of drones  
eunuch-stricken to demonstrate  
Woman's divine right: Her ancient 
 
aegis status was gospel  
back then, its testaments ripped  
from nature—harmony—holism—  
healthsynch: earth worshipped Earth,  
that eco-, that matri-archal 
 
matrix . . .: And some exclaim this  
sweetest reign resumes when human  
throats converge to roar organic  
evoes for those primal  
Paragons whose restoration 
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and full-unctuous salvation  
one's urged to summon in syrup,  
in slush tones said to heal  
any cough, damn them, phlegm-hymned  
womb zombies from hell. Who invokes 
 
/you shall not harken unto/ 
/shall not beseech these regimen/  
/you shall not bear wounds they could mend/  
/real Aryan skin can not shield/  
/one tongue that prays to them/ 
 
their old rollcall skeleton, chokes—  
Spasms sprawl you, supine symptoms  
unbleach every resolve to be  
the bald hero, the Damocles  
who head-first hung must butt 
 
birth, time's trepanned exile.  
Slough him, ban from these folds his caul,  
skull-carved blond beyond reach—  
false twin you feel the steel  
breach, both constrained to suffer 
 
more year-armor's vernal rupture—  
When your mother died you cried curled  
for days, fetus, you split the ribs  
of childhood's crib. Uncaptured world:  
nightly you cross its guard bars 
 
(she's lost, her trespass trace gone cold)  
bound still to that chill, that pall  
fever no nurse hovers over  
till mumped thermometers burst—  
Always her tracks are smothered there 
 
by a storm of frigid phantoms  
you roam mercurial among,  
pilgrims whose rigor you  
admire, fathers whom you,  
a male, failed to mourn of course. 
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QUICKIE  
 
Poetry  
is  
like 
sex 
on  
quicksand 
viz 
foreplay 
should 
be  
kept 
at 
a 
minimum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE FINAL WORD 
 
Our farewells lack the plausibility of our departures. 
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MY PLEA FOR SANCTUM IN THE SCULPTURE  
   GARDEN OF MEDUSA 
  
A statue's first pedestal is the stone 
It was cut from out in.  Those are just words, though. 
Like: Spring!  Then death puts on the wrong clothes . . . 
Then air ruts flushed as bathtub sex, as . . . proseate? 
 
Because, that prince of an ostrich Narcissus 
His embedded-headed gaze upon his 
Twin the corpse Hamlet proposed, posing for those 
Snapshoticisms is so, so 'real-ergo-vile', less 
 
Tangent than tangible, hell.   
                                                   —Till I stand 
In Her garden's one among many I can only 
Torment vesanic vanities/age-of-oh orbs where 
 
Deep in the honor of my ether I soar, where 
—Passing at high mimicries through the night 
I go, all lop-worlded and alone, to kill abandon. 
 
 
 
 
Note: 
Line 8: "Exclus-en si tu commences  / Le réel parce  
que vil" —Mallarmé. 
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For years those held-in tears froze  
mammoth this moan-shrine, fused this  
unknown heart, core, coronary  
you've grown toward. It creaks and carries  
down like a cloud your own death near. 
 
When between squalls the sky clears,  
your lungs lay tablets before you—  
polar scrolls, vapor paper on which  
you will never scrawl Her names.  
Crystal ritual, zero quest. 
 
Again you see each word you breathe  
erase its space, its air.  
Beneath their descent (their withdraw)  
what frail erratum shrouds, what sheet  
repeats that quietest flaw? 
 
 
Note: 
Epigraph: final phrase of the poem "Vor Einem Kornfeld"  
(as translated by Francis Golffing). Those familiar with  
Dr. Benn's symbology—not just in his poetry, but in his  
essays as well (particularly "Pallas")—will recognize some 
of the themes and conflicts here. 
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THE CLOSET 
           (. . .after my Mother's death) 
 
Here not long enough after the hospital happened 
I find her closet lying empty and stop my play 
And go in and crane up at three blackwire hangers 
Which quiver, airy, released.  They appear to enjoy 
 
Their new distance, cognizance born of the absence 
Of anything else.  The closet has been cleaned out 
Full-flush as surgeries where the hangers could be 
Amiable scalpels though they just as well would be 
 
Themselves, in basements, glovelessly scraping uteri   
But, here, pure, transfigured heavenward, they're 
Birds, whose wingspans expand by excluding me.  Their 
Range is enlarged by loss.  They'd leave buzzards 
 
Measly as moths: and the hatshelf is even higher!    
As the sky over a prairie, an undotted desert where 
Nothing can swoop sudden, crumple in secret.  I've fled 
At ambush, tag, age: six, must I face this, can 
 
I have my hide-and-seek hole back now please, the 
Clothes, the thicket of shoes, where is it?  Only 
The hangers are at home here.  Come heir to this 
Rare element, fluent, their skeletal grace sings 
 
Of the ease with which they let go the dress, slip, 
Housecoat or blouse, so absolvingly.  Free, they fly 
Trim, triangular, augurs leapt ahead from some geometric 
God who soars stripped (of flesh, it is said): catnip              
 
To a brat placated by model airplane kits kids 
My size lack motorskills for, I wind up all glue-scabbed, 
Pawing goo-goo fingernails, glaze skins fun to peer in as 
Frost-i-glass doors. . . But the closet has no windows. 
 
Opaque or sheer: I must shut my eyes, shrink within 
To peep into this wall.  Soliciting sleep I'll dream 
Mother spilled and cold, unpillowed, the operating- 
Table cracked to goad delivery: its stirrups slack, 
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Its forceps closed: by it I'll see mobs of obstetrical             
Personnel kneel proud, congratulatory, cooing                             
And oohing and hold the dead infant up to the dead                         
Woman's face as if for approval, the prompted                            
 
Beholding, tears, a zoomshot kiss.  White-masked                 
Doctors and nurses patting each other on the back,                      
Which is how in the Old West a hangman, if                             
He was good, could gauge the heft of his intended. . .                 
 
Awake, the hangers are sharper, knife-'n'-slice, I jump                  
Helplessly to catch them to twist them clear,                          
Mis-shape them whole, sail them across the small air             
Space of the closet.  I shall find room enough here                 
 
By excluding myself; by excluding myself, I'll grow. 
 
 


